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The Contract Ortho provides 

superb levels of comfort and 

support with the convenience of 

being non turn and easy care as it 

only needs to be rotated. 

Featuring their firm perimeter 

support system that allows the 

sleeper to sleep up to the edge of 

the mattress with no roll off.  

 

 

 

 

 

Ortho 
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Zip & Link Sleep Solutions  

Relyon Contract zip and link beds allow you to provide flexibility and maximise room 

occupancy when two beds are required rather than one. Super king and king size beds 

can be split into two single beds. The bases are linked at both the ends with metal 

linking bars and the mattresses zipped together along their full length.  

Splitting the zip and link beds into two single beds also makes access easier for 

housekeeping; cleaning, vacuuming or turning and rotating the mattress.  

 

Fabric Options  

  

Soft Pink 

0437 

Smoke 

0434 

Pewter 

0436 

Admiral 

0435 

Sage 

0433 

Mattress Fabric 
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Divan Options 

Relyon offers two different divan options to couple with the Contract mattresses. All 

Contract divans are solid timber sided for additional strength and durability.  

Key features  

• Extra cross bars in the divan base to increase strength and support for the weight of 

the mattress and person(s) 

• High quality timber frame with deeper top rail bars for exceptional strength and 

rigidity  

• Crib 5 fire retardant bottom sheet  

• Fire retardant upholstery fabrics 

  

Padded top divan | featuring silver 

castors   Height = 41.5cm 

Padded top divans provide a firmer 

feel.  Drawer options upgrades 

available with this base. All drawers 

are assembled from solid hardwood 

components, using dovetail joints for 

strength, and feature smooth 

operation ball bearing drawer runners. 

Padded top divan on legs | featuring 

beech legs   Height = 35cm 

The padded top divan base on legs 

provides a firmer feel with a lower 

overall height. The solid beech cone 

legs lift the low profile box base up 

from the floor for a stylish look.  

Leg height only = 19cm 
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Drawer Options 

To allow you to add valuable storage to your room Relyon offers two different drawer 

options on the padded top divan. If you do not require a divan with drawers we also 

offer non storage options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawer Divan 

Specifications 

 

Width 

 

Length 

Height for 

Internal Storage 

Storage Weight 

Limit 

Large timber 

drawers with 

dovetail joints 

 

78.3cm 

 

52.5cm 

 

15cm 

 

25kg 

All drawers are assembled from solid hardwood 

components, using dovetail joints for strength, 

and feature smooth operation ball bearing 

drawer runners.  

 If you select a divan with drawers please consider 

if your room has enough space to be able to open 

them: divans with drawers will need at least 40cm 

surrounding space from the side of the bed to 

enable you to pull the drawers out. 
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